Toward a stand-alone monitoring system for mobile telephony base stations exposure using simulations and smartphones crowdsourcing
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Monitoring of people electromagnetic waves exposure to mobile telephony base stations is of interest for local communities, in order to communicate towards inhabitants or to enforce local exposure rules. This could be achieved with measurements but they quickly become outdated due to the ever changing network. Furthermore this could be very expensive for a large number of measurement spots. On the other hand numerical simulation gives accurate results but need precise antenna description (location, power, radiation diagram, etc.). Unfortunately such precise information is not publicly available. Nevertheless nowadays most terminals are smartphones that give access to information (received signal strength, location with GPS) that allow them to be used as cheap, low-quality sensors.

In this paper we first introduce numerical simulation of electric field generated by base station antennas anywhere in urban environment, and discuss about the essential parameters to describe exposure level. Second we describe useful information for exposure that can be gathered from smartphones. As expected the collected information is sparse (signal strength from current cell only and in 2G cases neighboring cells) and inaccurate (low definition and saturation of the signal strength value, time lag in value change, GPS uncertainty). Nevertheless we demonstrate in an almost open area that it can be correlated very well to simulation results.

Figure 1: Comparison between phone received signal strength and simulation

Third we lay the foundation for a future autonomous monitoring system. Antenna parameters are initialized with (inaccurate) publicly available data, either from official organizations or from web databases and an initial simulation is performed. Then antenna parameters are tuned to maximize correlation with the signal strength measurements. To this day only a proof of concept with artificially generated signal strength data exists. It is expected that the mass effect of collected data through crowdsourcing will compensate the low quality of the real data.